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Abstract

Language models demonstrate remarkable capacity to
generalize representations learned in one modality to down-
stream tasks in other modalities. Can we trace this ability
to individual neurons? We study the case where a frozen
text transformer is augmented with vision using a self-
supervised visual encoder and a single linear projection
learned on an image-to-text task. Outputs of the projection
layer are not immediately decodable into language describ-
ing image content; instead, we find that translation between
modalities occurs deeper within the transformer. We intro-
duce a procedure for identifying “multimodal neurons” that
convert visual representations into corresponding text, and
decoding the concepts they inject into the model’s residual
stream. In a series of experiments, we show that multimodal
neurons operate on specific visual concepts across inputs,
and have a systematic causal effect on image captioning.
Project page: mmns.csail.mit.edu

1. Introduction
In 1688, William Molyneux posed a philosophical riddle

to John Locke that has remained relevant to vision science
for centuries: would a blind person, immediately upon gain-
ing sight, visually recognize objects previously known only
through another modality, such as touch [24, 30]? A pos-
itive answer to the Molyneux Problem would suggest the
existence a priori of ‘amodal’ representations of objects,
common across modalities. In 2011, vision neuroscien-
tists first answered this question in human subjects—no, im-
mediate visual recognition is not possible—but crossmodal
recognition capabilities are learned rapidly, within days af-
ter sight-restoring surgery [15]. More recently, language-
only artificial neural networks have shown impressive per-
formance on crossmodal tasks when augmented with addi-
tional modalities such as vision, using techniques that leave
pretrained transformer weights frozen [40, 7, 25, 28, 18].

Vision-language models commonly employ an image-
conditioned variant of prefix-tuning [20, 22], where a sep-

*Indicates equal contribution.

Figure 1. Multimodal neurons in transformer MLPs activate on
specific image features and inject related text into the model’s next
token prediction. Unit 2019 in GPT-J layer 14 detects horses.

arate image encoder is aligned to a text decoder with a
learned adapter layer. While Frozen [40], MAGMA [7],
and FROMAGe [18] all use image encoders such as CLIP
[33] trained jointly with language, the recent LiMBeR [28]
study includes a unique setting: one experiment uses the
self-supervised BEIT [2] network, trained with no linguistic
supervision, and a linear projection layer between BEIT and
GPT-J [43] supervised by an image-to-text task. This setting
is the machine analogue of the Molyneux scenario: the ma-
jor text components have never seen an image, and the ma-
jor image components have never seen a piece of text, yet
LiMBeR-BEIT demonstrates competitive image captioning
performance [28]. To account for the transfer of semantics
between modalities, are visual inputs translated into related
text by the projection layer, or does alignment of vision
and language representations happen inside the text trans-
former? In this work, we find:

1. Image prompts cast into the transformer embedding
space do not encode interpretable semantics. Transla-
tion between modalities occurs inside the transformer.

2. Multimodal neurons can be found within the trans-
former, and they are active in response to particular
image semantics.

3. Multimodal neurons causally affect output: modulat-
ing them can remove concepts from image captions.
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Figure 2. Top five multimodal neurons (layer L, unit u), for sample images from 6 COCO supercategories. Superimposed heatmaps (0.95
percentile of activations) show mean activations of the top five neurons over the image. Gradient-based attribution scores are computed
with respect to the logit shown in bold in the GPT caption of each image. The two highest-probability tokens are shown for each neuron.

2. Multimodal Neurons
Investigations of individual units inside deep networks

have revealed a range of human-interpretable functions: for
example, color-detectors and Gabor filters emerge in low-
level convolutional units in image classifiers [8], and later
units that activate for object categories have been found
across vision architectures and tasks [44, 3, 31, 5, 16]. Mul-
timodal neurons selective for images and text with similar
semantics have previously been identified by Goh et al. [12]
in the CLIP [33] visual encoder, a ResNet-50 model [14]
trained to align image-text pairs. In this work, we show that
multimodal neurons also emerge when vision and language
are learned entirely separately, and convert visual represen-
tations aligned to a frozen language model into text.

2.1. Detecting multimodal neurons
We analyze text transformer neurons in the multimodal

LiMBeR model [28], where a linear layer trained on
CC3M [36] casts BEIT [2] image embeddings into the in-
put space (eL = 4096) of GPT-J 6B [43]. GPT-J transforms
input sequence x = [x1, . . . , xP ] into a probability distri-
bution y over next-token continuations of x [42], to create
an image caption (where P = 196 image patches). At layer
`, the hidden state h`

i is given by h`�1
i + ai` +mi

`, where
ai` and mi

` are attention and MLP outputs. The output
of the final layer L is decoded using Wd for unembedding:
y = softmax(WdhL), which we refer to as decoder(hL).

Recent work has found that transformer MLPs encode
discrete and recoverable knowledge attributes [11, 6, 26,
27]. Each MLP is a two-layer feedforward neural network
that, in GPT-J, operates on h`�1

i as follows:

mi
` = W `

outGELU(W `
inh

`�1
i ) (1)

Motivated by past work uncovering interpretable roles of
individual MLP neurons in language-only settings [6], we
investigate their function in a multimodal context.

Attributing model outputs to neurons with image input.
We apply a procedure based on gradients to evaluate the
contribution of neuron uk to an image captioning task. This
approach follows several related approaches in neuron attri-
bution, such as Grad-CAM [35] and Integrated Gradients
[39, 6]. We adapt to the recurrent nature of transformer
token prediction by attributing neuron effects from image
patches to generated tokens in the caption, which may be
several transformer passes later. We assume the model is
predicting c as the most probable next token t, with logit
yc. We define the attribution score g of uk on token c after
a forward pass through image patches {1, . . . , p} and pre-
activation output Z, using the following equation:

gk,c = Zk
p
@yc

@Zk
p

(2)

This score is maximized when both the neuron’s output
and the effect of the neuron are large. It is a rough heuristic,
loosely approximating to first-order the neuron’s effect on
the output logit, compared to a baseline in which the neu-
ron is ablated. Importantly, this gradient can be computed
efficiently for all neurons using a single backward pass.

2.2. Decoding multimodal neurons
What effect do neurons with high gk,c have on model

output? We consider uk 2 U `, the set of first-layer MLP
units (|U `| = 16384 in GPT-J). Following Equation 1 and
the formulation of transformer MLPs as key-value pairs
from [11], we note that activation Ak

i of uk contributes a
“value” from Wout to hi. After the first layer operation:

mi = WoutAi (3)

As Ak
i grows relative to Aj

i (where j 6= k), the direc-
tion of mi approaches W k

outA
k
i , where W k

out is one row
of weight matrix Wout. As this vector gets added to the
residual stream, it has the effect of boosting or demoting
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BERTScore CLIPScore
random .3627 21.74
multimodal neurons .3848 23.43
GPT captions .5251 23.62

Table 1. Language descriptions of multimodal neurons correspond
with image semantics and human annotations of images. Scores
are reported for a random subset of 1000 COCO validation images.
Each BERTScore (F1) is a mean across 5 human image annota-
tions from COCO. For each image, we record the max CLIPScore
and BERTScore per neuron, and report means across all images.

certain next-word predictions (see Figure 1). To decode the
language contribution of uk to model output, we can di-
rectly compute decoder(W k

out), following the simplifying
assumption that representations at any layer can be trans-
formed into a distribution over the token vocabulary using
the output embeddings [11, 10, 1, 34]. To evaluate whether
uk translates an image representation into semantically re-
lated text, we compare decoder(W k

out) to image content.

Do neurons translate image semantics into related text?
We evaluate the agreement between visual information in
an image and the text multimodal neurons inject into the
image caption. For each image in the MSCOCO-2017 [23]
validation set, where LiMBeR-BEIT produces captions on
par with using CLIP as a visual encoder [28], we calculate
gk,c for uk across all layers with respect to the first noun c
in the generated caption. For the 100 uk with highest gk,c
for each image, we compute decoder(W k

out) to produce a
list of the 10 most probable language tokens uk contributes
to the image caption. Restricting analyses to interpretable
neurons (where at least 7 of the top 10 tokens are words in
the English dictionary containing � 3 letters) retains 50%
of neurons with high gk,c (see examples and further imple-
mentation details in the Supplement).

We measure how well decoded tokens (e.g. horses,
racing, ponies, ridden, . . . in Figure 1) corre-
spond with image semantics by computing CLIPScore [17]
relative to the input image and BERTScore [45] rela-
tive to COCO image annotations (e.g. a cowboy riding a
horse). Table 1 shows that tokens decoded from multimodal
neurons perform competitively with GPT image captions
on CLIPScore, and outperform a baseline on BERTScore
where pairings between images and decoded multimodal
neurons are randomized (we introduce this baseline as we
do not expect BERTScores for comma-separated token lists
to be comparable to GPT captions, e.g. a horse and rider).

Figure 2 shows example COCO images alongside top-
scoring multimodal neurons per image, and image regions
where the neurons are maximally active. Most top-scoring
neurons are found between layers 5 and 10 of GPT-J (L =
28; see Supplement), consistent with the finding from [26]
that MLP knowledge contributions occur in earlier layers.

Figure 3. CLIPScores for text-image pairs show no significant dif-
ference between decoded image prompts and random embeddings.
For image prompts, we report the mean across all image patches
as well as the distribution of max CLIPScores per image.

Random Prompts GPT COCO
CLIPScore 19.22 19.17 23.62 27.89
BERTScore .3286 .3291 .5251 .4470

Table 2. Image prompts are insignificantly different from ran-
domly sampled prompts on CLIPScore and BERTScore. Scores
for GPT captions and COCO nouns are shown for comparison.

3. Experiments
3.1. Does the projection layer translate images into

semantically related tokens?
We decode image prompts aligned to the GPT-J embed-

ding space into language, and measure their agreement with
the input image and its human annotations for 1000 ran-
domly sampled COCO images. As image prompts corre-
spond to vectors in the embedding space and not discrete
language tokens, we map them (and 1000 randomly sam-
pled vectors for comparison) onto the five nearest tokens
for analysis (see Figure 3 and Supplement). A Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test [19, 37] shows no significant difference (D =
.037, p > .5) between CLIPScore distributions comparing
real decoded prompts and random embeddings to images.
We compute CLIPScores for five COCO nouns per image
(sampled from human annotations) which show significant
difference (D > .9, p < .001) from image prompts.

We measure agreement between decoded image
prompts and ground-truth image descriptions by computing
BERTScores relative to human COCO annotations. Table 2
shows mean scores for real and random embeddings along-
side COCO nouns and GPT captions. Real and random
prompts are negligibly different, confirming that inputs to
GPT-J do not readily encode interpretable semantics.
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Figure 4. Top-activating COCO images for two multimodal neu-
rons. Heatmaps (0.95 percentile of activations) illustrate consis-
tent selectivity for image regions translated into related text.

3.2. Is visual specificity robust across inputs?
A long line of interpretability research has shown that

evaluating alignment between individual units and seman-
tic concepts in images is useful for characterizing feature
representations in vision models [4, 5, 46, 16]. Approaches
based on visualization and manual inspection (see Figure 4)
can reveal interesting phenomena, but scale poorly.

We quantify the selectivity of multimodal neurons for
specific visual concepts by measuring the agreement of their
receptive fields with COCO instance segmentations, follow-
ing [3]. We simulate the receptive field of uk by comput-
ing Ak

i on each image prompt xi 2 [x1, ..., xP ], reshap-
ing Ak

i into a 14 ⇥ 14 heatmap, and scaling to 224 ⇥ 224
using bilinear interpolation. We then threshold activations
above the 0.95 percentile to produce a binary mask over the
image, and compare this mask to COCO instance segmen-
tations using Intersection over Union (IoU). To test speci-
ficity for individual objects, we select 12 COCO categories

Figure 5. Across 12 COCO categories, the receptive fields of mul-
timodal neurons better segment the concept in each image than
randomly sampled neurons in the same layers. The Supplement
provides additional examples.

Figure 6. Ablating multimodal neurons degrades image caption
content. We plot the effect of ablating multimodal neurons ordered
by gk,c and randomly sampled units in the same layers (left), and
show an example (right) of the effect on a single image caption.

with single object annotations, and show that across all cat-
egories, the receptive fields of multimodal neurons better
segment the object in each image than randomly sampled
neurons from the same layers (Figure 5). While this exper-
iment shows that multimodal neurons are reliable detectors
of concepts, we also test whether they are selectively ac-
tive for images containing those concepts, or broadly active
across images. Results in the Supplement show preferential
activation on particular categories of images.

3.3. Do multimodal neurons causally affect output?

To investigate how strongly multimodal neurons causally
affect model output, we successively ablate units sorted by
gk,c and measure the resulting change in the probability
of token c. Results for all COCO validation images are
shown in Figure 6, for multimodal neurons (filtered and un-
filtered for interpretability), and randomly selected units in
the same layers. When up to 6400 random units are ablated,
we find that the probability of token c is largely unaffected,
but ablating the same number of top-scoring units decreases
token probability by 80% on average. Ablating multimodal
neurons also leads to significant changes in the semantics
of GPT-generated captions. Figure 6 shows one example;
additional analysis is provided in the Supplement.

4. Conclusion

We find multimodal neurons in text-only transformer
MLPs and show that these neurons consistently translate
image semantics into language. Interestingly, soft-prompt
inputs to the language model do not map onto interpretable
tokens in the output vocabulary, suggesting translation be-
tween modalities happens inside the transformer. The ca-
pacity to align representations across modalities could un-
derlie the utility of language models as general-purpose in-
terfaces for tasks involving sequential modeling [25 , 13, 38,
29], ranging from next-move prediction in games [ 21, 32]
to protein design [41, 9]. Understanding the roles of indi-
vidual computational units can serve as a starting point for
investigating how transformers generalize across tasks.
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5. Limitations
We study a single multimodal model (LiMBeR-BEIT)

of particular interest because the vision and language com-
ponents were learned separately. The discovery of multi-
modal neurons in this setting motivates investigation of this
phenomenon in other vision-language architectures, and
even models aligning other modalities. Do similar neurons
emerge when the visual encoder is replaced with a raw pixel
stream such as in [25], or with a pretrained speech autoen-
coder? Furthermore, although we found that the outputs
of the LiMBeR-BEIT projection layer are not immediately
decodable into interpretable language, our knowledge of
the structure of the vector spaces that represent information
from different modalities remains incomplete, and we have
not investigated how concepts encoded by individual units
are assembled from upstream representations. Building a
more mechanistic understanding of information processing
within transfomers may help explain their surprising ability
to generalize to non-textual representations.
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